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Name of activity: “Do you know what I mean?”  
 
Type of activity: Quiz, warming up  
 
Topic: intercultural awareness, Stereotypes  
 
Material: alarm clock, pen & paper  
 
Number of learners: At least 5 students. It’s better to have people from different 
nationalities.  
 
Language level: A2-C2  
 
Time: aprox. 5 min each student  
 
Goal: At the end of the activity the students will have insights into the thinking of others 
about their own culture and they will also get an impression about typical aspects in 
different cultures.  
 
Possible challenges: The students shouldn’t know each other very well  
 
Preparation: classroom with chairs and tables  
 
Procedure:  
 
1. Everybody should think out one typical aspect of his own culture. 
(e.g. “fika” – the coffee break in the mornings at work in Sweden)  
 
2. This term has to be written on a note, hidden, so that nobody can see the word.  
 
3. Everybody has 10 questions and/or 5 minutes to guess right. 
(e.g. “Is that typical thing well-known all over the world? Is it something that happens 
every day? Will children do that as well? ...”  
 
4. The answers should help the asker a little bit to get more information for the next 
question and also to get to know more about the behaviour of the people doing that 
“cultural thing”.  
 
5. After 10 questions or 5 minutes it’s the turn for the next participant. 
Follow up: To motivate the students, the winner of the game (least questions or time 
needed) could get a small price like sweets 
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License: 
 
This document is under the License for the Non-Commercial Use of Content in School and 
Universities 
 
"Copyright (c) 2006 Teaching Culture Project Consortium,  
 
Contact:  
Alexandra Haas (Project Coordinator)  
Head of Dept.  
Rhein-Sieg VHS  
Ringstr. 24  
D-53721 Siegburg  
Germany  
Tel./Fax +49 2241 30-9746/-9729  
alexandra.haas@rhein-sieg-vhs.de. 
 
This work may be used by anyone in accordance with the terms of the MuSofT License. 
 
The terms are made available at our homepage as a .pdf file  
or at http://www.uvm.nrw.de/opencontent   
or may be retrieved upon written request at the headquarters of the Kompetenznetzwerk  
Universitätsverbund MultiMedia NRW, Universitätsstraße 11, 58097 Hagen, Germany. 
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